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What can (and can’t) robots do?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyUoCxjnXHE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0TaYhjpOfo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCjTQfy0h8w&t=63
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Markov decision processes

A Markov decision process (MDP) is characterized by:

Goal: find optimal policy that maximizes expected rewards



Markov decision processes



Reinforcement learning (RL)

Maximize rewards through trial and error



Model-free RL

Schulman et al, “High-dimensional continuous control using generalized 
advantage estimation”. ICLR 2016.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATvp0Hp7RUI
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Model-free RL is slow



Model-based RL is fast

Levine*, Finn* et al, “End-to-end training of deep visuomotor policies”. 
JMLR 2016.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCjTQfy0h8w&t=123


Why is model-based RL fast?

Intuition: the learned model can be used to find a better policy, or even  ,
without having to generate any additional data



Model-based RL for robotics

Discrete MDPs are easier to work with, but many robotics settings are continuous

What are some easy continuous MDPs to work with?

Perhaps the easiest: model transitions as linear (Gaussian) and rewards as quadratic

Why is this easy? can be computed exactly! (with the LQR equations)



If the MDP actually has linear transitions and quadratic reward, we can compute the 
optimal policy with no data needed except to learn the models

This can be way less data than what model-free RL needs

But if the MDP is not linear-quadratic, we might get a bad policy

LQR

Solution: approximate LQR to try and get a better policy, not the optimal policy

Then, re-learn models and repeat, to find better and better policies



Approximating LQR

Chebotar*, Hausman*, Zhang* et al, “Combining model-based and 
model-free updates for trajectory-centric reinforcement learning”. ICML 
2017.

Zhang*, Geng*, Bruce* et al, “Deep reinforcement learning for tensegrity 
robot locomotion”. ICRA 2017.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vw3mGAlsT2U&t=114
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=osGq1W-tHzk&t=190


?

Approximate LQR is fundamentally limited by how well linear transition models and 
quadratic reward models can fit the MDP

So it won’t work for very complex state spaces such as images from a camera feed

Does it work?
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Hidden Markov models

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0u80UvCAKVo&t=3457


If images are too complicated to treat as states, can we treat them as observations?

In particular, let’s say there is a hidden state that has a linear transition model, and 
the state generates the image through the observation model

Hidden Markov models



This is a good start, but we’re still missing some things:

1. How do we figure out the hidden state?
2. How do we incorporate actions and costs?

Extending HMMs
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Representation learning

The previous assumption for HMMs was that we knew the representation of the 
hidden state, such as the (unknown) positions of the ghosts

But in real applications such as robotics, we don’t always know this representation

Even if we do, it might not be a good fit for a linear transition model!

Solution: learn a state representation model 



How do we learn  ? We want it to be consistent with the other models

Representation learning
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HMM + MDP = ?



Partially observed MDP (POMDP)



RL in POMDPs



Just like before, if we learn a linear transition and quadratic reward model, we can 
approximate LQR to get a better policy

The difference is that these models are now for a hidden state, which we estimate 
with our state representation model

Model-based RL in POMDPs



Model-based RL from images

Zhang*, Vikram* et al, “SOLAR: Deep structured representations for model-based reinforcement learning”. ICML 2019.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1pASnlyCEaW8B0ocGfKI_5eg1GrnSvV1d/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1r8MQIgQdeYpa49xIfXwY73pNAS8oQsAh/preview
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Questions?

https://arxiv.org/abs/1506.02438
https://arxiv.org/abs/1504.00702
https://arxiv.org/abs/1609.09049
https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.03078
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.09105

